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Expected learning
competencies
1)playing
1)playing with
numbers
(8 days)
days)

Learning outcomes
1. Writing numbers by
expanding.

Suggested activities
Activity:

1.1) place value cups

30days

Instructions for managing
managing activities
The numbers from 0 to 9 should be written on
all cups in equal distances at the neck of the
paper cups.
According to place value add zeros in front of
the numbers 0 to 9 bymarking + sign at the
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end of the numbers and keep the cups one
inside the other. These cups handed over to
students.
Let children create and expand the number by
rotating the cups according to the number.
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1.2)Expansion with the

2345, 46098, 111111, 1234567

help of Abacus

Let us teach them to expand these numbers
by putting beads in the abacus.

1.3) rotate the wheel to
create a number
Example :

7000+500+60+4=7564
5763, 6924, 7006 etc.
. Understand the
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prime-non-prime

Group activity :
2.1) aliguli mane game

Through the activity make students to divide
tamarind seeds into how much equal number
of groups given to them by teachers.

numbers.

Then let's say that the numbers that make up
two equal groups are prime numbers and that
the numbers that make up more than two
equal groups are prime numbers.
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3.

Tests for divisibility

rule

3.1) Tables of

natural

numbers from1to 100

Group according to the number of children in
the classroom and provide a table of natural
numbers from 1 to 100 per group.
Let us list the numbers divided by 2,3,4,5,9
and 10 by marking with the different colored
sketch pens.

3.2) Answer quickly

Let us examine the divisibility rule by asking
them with what numbers from 2 to 11 are part
of.

2

3

4

5

6

8

9

fill the table:

3.3)

Let the children fill the table given to them by
using the magnitude rule to see which

1426

25377

numbers will be divide bymarking √ or else the

80034

x symbol in the table.

65849

711110
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4. Ability to perform

4.1) Hopping game

Make the children into two groups; one group

basic operations of

(Marking number line on

will give instruction to another group.

integers with help of

the playground from

number line.

Rangoli powder.)

basic functions by jumping to the number of

4.2
4.2)Defeat –win game

The children must have put the pieces in the 0

with the helpof
helpof integers

Let’s take advantage of the ability to perform
integers marked one foot apart.

position.Let's play a game with dice marked by
+ and - symbol and 1 to 6 digit.
Simultaneously throw the two dice by moving
the pieces in the chart to the integer.

4.3) Project
Prepare and use integer
number line model

Let's do a mathematical operation on integers
by drawing a number of integers as shown in
the figure.

https://youtu.be/0zoB9ngAZ3E
4

5. Identifying rational

5.1) Preparing number

Drawing a straight line with a colored pen on

numbers on a number

line model using wood

the wood beading bar.On this line make holes

line.

beading bar

3 cm equal distance apart. Let us identify the
rational numbers by placing the nailin these
holes.

5.2) Compilation of
rational numbers by the
use of the OHP sheet

Let us take two OHP sheets of equal size and

divide them into the given rational numbers by
placing the parts on the OHP sheets one by
one and counting the square

5.3) The activity of
identifying rational

numbers over a number
line.

https://youtu.be/pmzd_XdBtPo
Locating Rational numbers working Model.
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6. Identifying and

writing down the factors

6.1) Recalls the tables

Factors meanthat number comes inwhich
numbertable.

Ex: - Factors of 12 = 1x12, 2 x 6, 3 x 4

and multiples of given

Multiples are the product result of one number

numbers.

multiplied by another number.

Ex: - Multiples of 3 = 3,6,9,12,… ..

Then let the children write the factors and
multiples of the numbers given to them.
6.2) Write Set Factors

Let's help students to write the factors by
preparing a paper sticks of given number and
stacking them across the rows and columns.
https://youtu.be/MMdENe1adE0

6.3) Creating a Factor

After understanding the given model, let us

Tree Map

help to prepare a factorization tree map for 10,
50 and 100.
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7.Finding LCM and
HCF

7.1) GAME:

Finding LCM and HCF

by placing a coin(Game
of finding the LCM and

HCF by placing different
coloured coins in the

table of natural numbers
from 1 to 100)

Placing colored coins in the numbers table on
the multiples of the numbers given to the
children. The numbers are normal multiples on
which numbers have more colored coins.
Suppose that the smallest number is their
LCM.
Similarly placing colored coins in the numbers
table on the factorization of numbers given to
the children to find the HCF. The numbers are
common factors on which numbers have more
colored coins. Let's make the rest of the
calculations by means of the game that the
largest number of them is their HCF .
https://youtu.be/754yo4E3vPy
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7.2) Distribute the

pebble–
pebble–say LCM and

HCF

Let's make students to say the LCM and HCF
by putting pebbles on the common factors and
multiples of numbers with the help of paper
cups and pebbles.

7.3) Finding LCM and

Finding LCM and HCF for 8, 20, 12 numbers

HCF by division method

by doing the activity.

and prime factorization
method

https://youtu.be/PSNm3T5md6k
8

2) Exponents and

8 Writing and reading

8.1) Rotate the arrow

Cut 2 circles with different radii and write the

Powers

Exponents.

and create an

base numbers in the outer larger circle and the

exponential number

index numbers in the inner circle.

(1 Day)
Day)

(wheel chart )

Two arrowheads should be cut and aligned in
the center with the help of a zipper.

2

Then write the exponent with two arrows
pointing to the base number and the exponent.

8.2) Writing exponent in

Provide students a flashcard and help themto

expanded form and

write it in expanded form and simplified form.

simplified form.

ex:a = axaxaxaxa
5

m xmxm = m

3

8.3)which
one is bigger?
8.3)
2 or 5
5

Let us find the value of the given exponents
and let them calculate the largest and smallest

2

9

exponents.

34or 43

23 = 8
32 = 9
9>8
32> 23

Data handling
(4 days)
days)

3

1

. a frequency

Preparing the frequency

distribution tableand

distribution table by

understanding the

rolling the dice.

concept

Students roll the dice 1 to 6 digits 30 times and
write the number they saw on the board. Then
let's help to prepare the frequency distribution
table on writing tally mark by scribing how
many times each digit of the dice has arrived.

2.

Finding the mean,

Create groups according to student numbers.

median and mode for the Leteach group collaborate to find the mean,
given data.

median and mode with the help of a frequency
distribution table.
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Construct a bar chart for
the given data.

Let us help to construct a bar chart by
choosing an appropriate scale unit for x-and y
axis..
(The number on dice faces on the x-axis and
how many times that number is repeated on
the y-axis should be taken)

Ratios and its types
(2 Days)
Days)

1.Understanding
concepts of ratio and
proportion

Counting and writing the

Students count the number of boys and girls

numbers in ratio.

their classrooms and write them in ratio form
Let us facilitate writing ratio in simplified form
(Room length-width, notebook-textbook
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number in the bag, number of items - total
price, vehicle speed - volume used can also
be used)
compare and say ,
Who am I?
11

Tell children the daily life statements such as
the number of things - total cost, vehicle speed

Identifying direct and

- distance traveled, food item - number of

inverse proportions

people who eat, the number of people working

based on proportional

- and let the children identify what the ratio is.

statements of everyday
life
Am I in proportion?

Once we know the relationship of proportion,

Identify

let us examine whether the given ratio is

a:b=c:d

axd=bxc
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Commercial

Understand business

mathematics in

concepts such as

everyday life

broker, discount,

(2 Days)
Days)

principal, simple
interest, interest rate
etc.

1) oral problems
2) Children’s Matric Fair.
3) Visit the bank and
collect information about
the banking business
4) Role-playing.
12

proportional or not.

Ex: 2:6=4:12 , 3:6=5:8
Let us develop practical mathematical skills
using the activities mentioned above.
(Choosing and maintaining the best for their
school and local environment.)
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Solving linear

1. Find the value of

Activity cards written with X +7=10,

equations in one

unknown terms in the

simple equations

variable(1
variable(1 day)
day)

given linear equation

variable of the equations in activity cards.

Basic
Basic operation on

Addition and subtraction Playing with variables:

Put cards with 30 to 40 variables in a box.

algebraic
expressions
7

of algebraic

expressions

(2 days)
days)

Use of Activity Cards
written with like and
unlike terms

10a – 5=0,

m-3=7, 5c =15

Let us help students to find the value of

Instruct students to select as many cards as

possible and do addition and subtract within a
given time frame.

The student who has made the maximum

number of correct calculations be declared the
winner.
Pair of lines and
angles
(2 days)
days)
8

Identifying a pair of

Practical activity

Construct two protractorsas seen in the picture

different angles when

given.The strips of the OHP sheet should be

intersecting line

arranged in rectangle or square so that these

intersects parallel

two protractors move in parallel.

straight lines.

An intersection line should be drawn on the
bar of the OHP sheet in the center of the
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protractor.
Now, when a protractor is moved aside, the
intersection line produces equal angles on
both angles.Let us show 6 different angles
with this activity.
Practical
geometry
(3 days)

1. Acquire the skill of
using the tools in the

Geometry box tool

1. Let us draw a line segment of given
measurement with the help of scale and

geometry box.

divider.
2. Let us draw a circle and an arc with the help
of compass.
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3. Measure the angles in the image drawn on
the flash card with the help of protractor.
4. With the help of set squares, draw parallel
and perpendicular lines.
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2. Construction of

perpendicular bisector,
angular bisector, and

Sheets, geometry box

1. Let us mark the perpendicular and angular

tools

line by folding the sheet.
2. With the help of compass,construct

triangle.

perpendicular and angular bisectors.
3. Let the triangle be constructed by following
the appropriate construction steps for the
given measurement.

Finding the

1. Practically find the

Use of Geo Board,

On the Geo Board, using a string or rubber

perimeter and area

perimeter and area of

Chart of formulas of

bands, the stated plane figures are created.

of plane figures.

the triangle, square,

circumference and area

Measure the boundary of this figure and

(3 days)

10

rectangle, and circle.

realize its perimeter, as well as the area inside

Substituting these

the boundary. Let us see the answer by

measurements to the

substituting values of the length, width, radius,

formula and check the

and diameter of the plane figurein the formula.

answer.
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2) Look at the figure find
the perimeter and area

Visualizing Solid
Shapes
(2 days)
days)

1. Identify the number

1. Model of solid shapes

Give each student a solid pattern and chalk,

of faces, vertices and

and mark the faces of the solids, vertex points

edges of the solid

and edges with chalk and count them.

shapes
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Portray

Children view the objects in a row from

Objects resembling

different directions.

solids (Bricks, dice, pipe,

Let us take a look at their top view, side view,

strap, ice cream cone,

and frontview and make a picture of their

water drum, ball etc.)

shape.
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3) 3-D dimensional
figures

1) The square cube,

Draw the given image on a white sheet and

rectangle, cone, cylinder

cut out the outer line and fold them to make

is the type of paper

the solid figures.

cutting

2) draw the image of
solid

Let's teach students how to draw solid figures
with the help of a geometry box.
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